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ABSTRACT 

Ve review the attempts to represent the gluon con
densate of Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov by • 
quark-antiquark potential. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the discovery of the J/* a revolution in particle physics 
started - the 'November Revolution* as remembered by Bjorken [I]. 
Numerous particles grouped in families - bound states of heavy (or 
heavy-light) quark-antiquark pairs - have been detected so far. Tho 
irpact on both experiment and theory was enormous. 

On the theoretical side it was QCD - the relativistic field theory 
for hadrons - which progressed considerably mainly due tc the novtl 
ideas of Shi faun, Vainshtein and Zakharov (2) (SVZ in abbreviation) CO 
include so-called vacuum condensates which account for confinement. 
Her« we arc especially concerned with the gluon condensat« 
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quoting the 'standard* -alues 12.1*4). 
But also anothtr tield. the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics was 

recovered and the good old Schrodinger equation with its effective 
potential models celebrated a 'renaissance*. 

Both approaches « " very different and apparently unrelated. But 
for both great success has been reported; for field theory for instance 
in summaries 1&1 and for potential models in review articles [5J. Sine« 
potential models are only an effective description possibly reflecting 
something more fundar-wntal wc feel it quite natural, even compelling Co 
construct a bridge between these two fields. Do local static potentials 
absorb the gluon condensate - the effect of confinement in field theory? 

In confronting both fields we can find a local static potential * 
an 'equivalent' potential [6] - which reproduces a certain situation ia 
field theory. It e serges differently for different situations like 
moments or energy level shifts. But then these 'equivalent' potentials 
do not resemble the successful effective potential models neither in 
their distance r-behaviour nor in their flavour >*p*ndence. So if SVZ 
is correct then effective potential models are an illusion! Just aa 
illusion? This is hard to believe in view of all their successes [5] 
so Chat v« find the situation rather puzzling. 

2. DIFFICULTIES WITH THE BETHE-SALPETER KERNE*. 

Usually one calculates a potential froa field theory via the 
Bethe-Salpeter kernel r(x ,*) 

v<«) - / d* r(* .h . (2.1) 

In a first approximation this kernel is given by the zero-order gluoa 
propagator D(x) which in a modification according to SVZ contains now 
the gluon condensate (we suppress tensor iniictt and numerical coo« 
stance for s iaplicity) 
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r<«) > D(x) •«. — • <-£ C C» «* . (2.2) 

If we want to extract a potential here then the asymptotic freedoa part 
provides the familiar Couloab potential. The part with the gl won con
densate, however, diverges and makes no sense. 

Therefore we cannot calculate a potential directly in the faailiar 
way; we have to look for quantities containing time dependent factors 
which suppress this divergence. Such quantities are for example tba 
quasiperturbative aoccnts of SVZ; they probe only finite but - as SVZ 
claim - relevant tiaes. They can be reproduced by an 'equivalent' 
potential (7]. Also different physical quantities like the energy 
level shifts in heavy quarkonia a la Leutwyler and Voloshin can bo re* 
produced very well by a different 'equivalent* potential [6). 

Crones (81, however, investigates furtheron the Sethe-Salpeter 
kernel by regulating somehow integral (2.1) or by modifying Equ. (2.2) 
for large distances. 

Also Soni and Tran 19] do not wet divergences in integral (2.1) 
since they do not start with the zero order gluon propagator but with 
a propagator containing a closed loop. 

But we want to stick close to the ideas of SVZ and illustrate ia 
the next chapters the results which emerge thereby. 

3. 'EQUIVALENT' POTEJTTIAL TO FIELD THEORY MOMENTS 

SVZ 

SVZ start with the vacuua polarication tensor 

i Jd"q •**" <n;Tj(x)j(O)|0» • .(<*) (J.I) 

which is the ciat ordered product of two heavy quark currents («a 
neglect indices for simplicity). QCD is an asymptotically fre« theory 
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therefore the Fourier transform (3.1) can be calculated perturbatively 
by beginning with the »null distance contributions (see diagrams a) and 
b) of Fig. I). In order to respect the influences coming fro« the long 
distances - confinement - SVZ apply Wilson's operator product expansion 
to Eq«. (3.1). In this way the gluon condensate <o /« CC> occurs via 
additional diagrams c) of Fig. 1 in which we are finally interested ia. 

• • CD • Ö * Q • 

Fig. 1: "eynman diagrams which contribute to the evaluation of *(q 2) im 
Equ. (3.1). a) is the free quark loop; b) corresponds to the 
purt perturbative corrections and c) to the appearance of the 
gluon condensate. 

So—wta 

What one actually calculates arc some averaged quantities, momenta 

M(t) • JdE e" t B la »<I> O.J) 
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where we have already chosen so-called nonrelativistic exponential 
oosents; E being the nonrelativistic energy and t i s the conjugate 
quantity, the imaginary tiae. The calculation for M(t) i s straightfor» 
ward 17,10) (we consider just s-wavea for our purpose) 

M(t) - -2- U.^}mU • . . J *= T I / 2 - i C O | L t l ] . (,.,> 
Ssr 

Before we proceed to potential theory we would tike to sake th» 
following rerar«. What is the use of «omenta (3.3)? With the help of 
aoaents (3.3) one can calculate the aas» of the ground state in • give» 
channel. Defining ratio 

t(r) - - ̂  log H(t> y ~ i 0.*> 

i t approaches the ground state energy E for large tiaes r. Insertlag 
aoaents (3.3) the theoretical iktio (expanded) reads 

. / » 3 2 j— -1/2 ^ , • - - »* 2 _ -theor , , - .x 

« ( t ) * 27 * a . 5 ** T * *T C C > 24i T ? alS Egs * ° - 5 - § > 

Here the ainiaua of K(r) i» identified with the ground state and it« 
mass i s given by 

M • 2a • sin R(T) . (J.J> 

Sow we v.-uld like to present in Fig. 2 the example of charaoniusa 
( l i t which a:reei very well with experiment (with parameter values: 
a • 0.308, a • 1.442 CeV, j j • 4 t 2 / 9 <O h C C> • 0.0668 GcV*). 

In the nimxuo region the nonrelativistic ratio approximates th« 
corresponding relativistic quantity extremely well (within 8 MeVf). 
This is rather aaazing coeparing the very simple fornula (3.5) with 
i t s re lat iv is t ! : partner. The p-states agree similarly well, see lef. 
(Mi . This close agreeaent of nonrelati-'istic moments with their rel«~ 
t iv ise ic partners is not special to exponential moment». It also occurs 
with SVZ-like power aoatnts (12). 
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Pig. 2: The nonrelativiatic ratio (nr> of momenta, Equa. (3.5) and 
(3.7), i s complied with i t* relat ivist ic partner (see Ref.[II]) 
for charooniua. 

What about bottonium? Although the internal structure of Che ««• 
ponential moments remains rather stable in moving froa charm to bottoa 
(Che a -cera increases like »ra, the <o /» CC>-tera decreases only l ike 

I/a and t e . % Ut)~ = (iE.)"' ^ i b . ) the values for the p-statea ain c D am 
Xv emerge Coo lov (M) (for recent experimental review* see Refs. (13))» 
Also Che sua rule procedure of Voloshin [14] (summing up a l l a * 
correccions nonrelacivistically) yield» coo low values for xb* The 
ITEP'group 115] locates the reason for chit in Che physics of bottooiua. 

Potential Theory 

Vow we calculate within nonrelativistic quantua aechanict th« 
aoacne* ia teras of potentials. We can ioisediacely convince ourselva* 
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that expression 

«V fc-0 
coincides with the previous'aoaent definition (3.2). The Hsailtoniaa la 
define« by 

• - V • w • ci.ti 

and for the potential we choose as ansatt a sua of power law* 

V • I X r* . (3.10) 

Next we perturb the free notion p*/a by potential V with respect to the 
imaginary tiae T. Ue calculate analogously to field theory the aoaeats 
pcrturbativcly 

M(t) - M « » » < T > [ ! • < M ( T ) • 1 , (3.11) 
M«»»(t) 

where che free aoaent if 

«<o> ( t ) . J_ Ur «;;e" p 2 t /*|«>. (3.12a) 
8a 2 |i«0 

and the perturbation contains now the potentis1 

o tv |;-o 
Inserting the potential ansatx (3.10) we finally arrive at Che follow
ing general result (16,10) 

M(t) • - L 4„(-"_)" 2|| - J ̂ f(l •f)a(i) I* , / 2J . O.IJ) 
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'Equivalent' Potential 

Sow ve «re in the position to coapare the quantum mechanical 
•omenta (3.19) with the corresponding field theory result (3.3)* By 
identifying the powers s and the coupling constants I we infer on ch« 
following potential - the 'equivalent* potential of Bell and Bertimen« 
[7] (BB in abbreviation) 

The short distances are given by the familiar Coulomb potential 
but the long distances - confinement - are represented by a quartic 
potential containing the gluon condensate. 

Properties 

Potential (3.14) if proportional to the quark mass m and increases 
rather steep like r1*- Broadhurst [17] pointed out that for p-statea the 
confining part of V has to be increased by a factor 9/7 in order to 
match the corresponding moments. All these are properties which stand 
very much in contrast to the rather flat and flavour independent 
effective potential models [5 ] . 

Furthermore, when V is used nenperturbatively in che Schrödinger 
equation the result - the ground state energy - eiperjtes rather diffe
rently froa the result when v is used perturbatively in the moments. 
The gluon condensate has to be increased by a factor of 3 (12,18). 
That it why BB conjectured (16,7,12) that the gluon condensate <a /*G6» 
is substantially underestimated by the moment method - only a con* 
jecture, of course, toe potential theory is not quantum field theory. 
But it has been confirmed by calculations in two-dimensional QCD [19,17] 
and by investigations with finite energy sua rules (20,21). For 
computing the gluon condensate on che ia t t i c t we want to refer to Di 
Giacoao't talk (22). 
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Validity Hang« 

'Equivalent* potential (3.14) results froa a short distance « • 
pansion and represents the first influence of confinement in a field 
theory a la SVZ. What is its validity range? It is determined by Kb« 
ooaents. There the potential is cut off by the free Caussian propagate« 

. - < 2 f 2 * o.is> 

with a width t • A/2a. The relevant tiae T - the aininua regio« of 
* ( T ) . Equ. (3.5) - is determined by the uncertainty relatioa 

t t 1/C • 1/0.22 CeV • 4.6 Ca»" 1 (3.1ft) 

so that for charmoniua (a - 1.442 CeV) the potential is practically 
cut off at a distance of 2i «0.5 fs which is approximately the radius 
of J/v. This seems rather large for a first influence of confineaent 
so that the question arises: is it necessary to include higher diatar 
sional operator condensates? 

Higher Dimensional Operators in the 'Equivalent' Potential 

SVZ in their original work on charmoniua included just the C l* 
tens. But Nikolaev and Radyushkin (23] have computed afterwards dia* 
gra-i* with operator contributions up to C" in the SVZ-like moments 
(for the results for different moment* see Ref. (24] and Ref. (25J). 
Working with the moment definition (3.2) it is straightforward to in
clude the terms of order G- and C* ir. the 'equivalent' potential. Do 
they already saoothen the flavour- and r-dependence? Such questions va 
have investigated in Ref. (IS] and just quote the results. For Cat 
extended 'equivalent* potential we find 

V(r) . - 4 - ! * J - # a r * *— n a Jr* • M l • a ' a V » • 
*•" I t 64 ' r 46060 V r 23604600 f l " f 

* 3344302060 « I * " * <»•"> 
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n, -|<tJfooc> (3. it) 

c. • i <t*(fc c „)*> • *<•/•(«: c )*> . 

Not* that there appears a jj-tere coming from the iteration of th« 
potential. It is of the sane order in operator dimensions as C. but hat 
a different r-dependence. 

A numerical analysis (n. • -r- p e, with o • 0.2 '̂ eV; c. • 
1215 c c 

• — R — s\ via vacuum dominance hypothesis) now shovt that there it JO 
sign of flavour smoothening and also no sign for a smoothening in r. 
Furtherrvore the discrepancy between Schredinger - and moment result it 
still present but it improves (the discrepancy factor reduces to 2.46 
at compared to 2.75 from before). So the inclusion of higher dimension 
nal operators in the moments does not change essentially the propertitt 
of V._. Do phenonenological extensions of V help in our coaparitoa 
with effective potential modelt? 

Phenonenological Extensions of the 'Equivalent' Potential 

At ve demonstrated before the potential is cut off by the moments 
at a distance of 0.5 fm. Therefore several authors [26] have extended 
V__ by > phenomenological Einsatz which produces at large distancct t 
linear increase and/or flavour independence. Especially Jacobt and 
Oltson (26bJ have investigated heavy qq-systemt with such potential«* 
They fabricated the potential 

*J0<r) " * 3 T # , • T T < 3 " > 

n 
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(a is the usual string tension). But the analysii for chara and hottaej 
provides phenoaenologically poor results; the flavour dependence of 
these potentials cannot he hidden. 

The i 
H an 
o 

'EQUIVALENT* POTENTIAL TO THE LEUTVYLElt-VOLOSHIS MODU. 

l eutwler -Volosh in Model 

The X 
elect 

Whereas SVZ in their original work on chamonium [2] regard the 
Coulonb interaction as a small perturbation Leutwyler (27] and Voloshla 
[28] (LV hereafter) consider next a very heavy qq pair which will ho 
small sized and therefore dominated by the Coulomb interaction. This 
Coulonbic quarkoniua is now like an external object placed into a 
medium - the QCD vacuua - containing soft (long wave lengths) gluonic 
fluctuations which shift the energy levels and the wave function*. 
The quarks are so heavy that a nonr .'lativtstic quantum mechanical 
treatment seen» justified. This is confirmed by calculations of 
and Virthttsser (29) who werk within a Bethe-Salpeter formal is« and 
obtain cosparabl« results for the energy shifts. Then the total 
relativistic Haailtoniaa it 

H • • • . • " l (*.!> 

get s 
quadr 

value 

with 11 the unperturbed oat 
o 

Mo - < • V • f I 
M o - M . - £ * f i 

(4.2a) 

( * .» ) 

for quark-antiqusrk colour-singlet and colour-octet states respectively. vita 
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Vit» 

V I T - v i - i T - <*» 
Th« interaction R. is treated as a pcrturtattoa to th* Couloab system 
B and ia a first approximation it i s of dipolc form 
a 

The X's arc the Sl'O) colour generators, E ia the constant colour 
electric field and x the quark-antiquark separation r • | x | . 

4 
The Couloab levels (? a • i ) 

\t ' 2" * Eni " 2* * f j <4'5> 

get shifted due to this perturbation and one has to calculate the 
quadratic Stark-effect of the chroaoelectric f ield 

« • <1|0 H —i—H t|Q>|l> (4.1) 1 «w * 

|l> i s the colour singlet Coulomb state and the vacuum expectation 
value of the colour electric field .•. been related to the gluoo con-
dentate f27,2l) 

a 
<Q||* I* £',0> • - t><-l C C» . <*.«> 

Leutvyler (27) has found a compact formula for these energy shifts 

"n* " * " * ' • * < 4 , , > 

vidi 
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. n J « - i c O / « ) * (4.101 

e B l - - 2 - ij£j lF(n.t)-F(-n.t)1 • ^ [F<n,-l-l> -F(-n.-*>l>J) 

•" (4.11) 

r(«.o - z.rv-u«i>>] • (^f2)(n^Di / n-;^;; t 0 ) • Här 1^ 1 • 
(4.12) 

In these energy shifts we are interested nov - for che hyperfin« 

structure we refer to Kef. [30] - and expand formula (4.11) for largn 

quantun nuabers n (•] 

4 i n 1015 . »2704 . 1786144 . 
n l B l 8lnJ 6J6!nfc

 531441B' 

n 2 27n2 2117«* 

• liüiU! (3 - Jfiü.• . . .„ . 
n* 2187«* 

Validity Range 

What is the validity range of formula (4.9)? Note the level shift 

explodes like n* since c . are of order unity. This is a very specific 

signature. The validity of the perturbation is certainly limited fcy 

condition 

•* • 

Inserting 'stardard' values like tqu. (i.l) and 0 » 0.3 then condition 

(4.14) requires a rather large quark mass even for the ground »cat« 

(B - I) 
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• O CtV . (4.11) 

To achieve validity alto for the excited level« the quark* aust bee 
very aassive since it it Che ratio n*/a what count«. So only topoaiim» 
vill serve a* a probe to dittinguish LV froa the faailiar effective 
potential nodeIs. 

'Equivalent' Potential 

As before we want to find a potential which reproduces physical 
quantities. These are here the level shifts 6E.. What potential shifts 
the Couloab levels proportional to 6E. *v a*? 

Infinite Mass Approximation 

Consider the aatrix element (4.7) and assume the quarks so heavy 
that we can neglect kinetic terns like p2/». Then the denominator ia 
(4.7) is given by the difference of the colour-octet and singlet 
Couloab potential which combines with the numerator to • cubic poten
tial (») 

which generates the level shift 

6 E a o l . < i : « v ; . > - A n « c a | l | (4.17) 

vita 

c . * (35 • » . ÜÜ1U ,- »J. ±, # ÜÜHÜ.,1 . (4.11) 
n* n* n 2 a* 

Comparing with expansion (4.l3> the leading teraa of leutvyler's for* 
aula art reproduced correctly; so the cubic potential works for large 
quantum numbers, lut for the low quantum) numbers this infinite assa 
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approximation is rather poor; for instance for the ground state the. 
disagreement is a factor of 2 and the next excitations still deviate 
by 30Z (see fourth column of the table). 

TABLE: Approximation of Voloshin-Leutwyler level shifts by a series off 
power law potentials. The first two columns list the quantum 
numbers n and t. The third column lists the quantity r off 

Aft 
Leutwyler. The subsequent columns list the residues after sub
tracting successively contributions of the cubic, quadratic» 
linear, and constant potentials of (4.19). 

1 0 1.468235 -1.494727 0.729321 -0.055864 -0.000041 

2 0 1.585217 -0.451819 0.034691 -0.014383 -0.013511 

2 1 0.998390 -0.297906 0.049602 0.008707 0.009579 

3 0 1.661034 -0.204535 0.005972 -0.003721 -0.003645 

3 1 1.361433 -0.174917 0.008132 -0.000843 -0.000767 

3 2 0.803842 -0.117969 0.010165 0.002626 0.002702 

4 0 1.690125 - 0 . S I 5430 O.OOI854 -O.OOI2I3 -0.001209 

4 1 !.514012 -0.106358 0.002739 -0.000701 -0.000687 

4 2 1.175499 -0.088389 0.002831 0.000(48 0.000161 
4 3 0.702006 -0.061883 0.003275 0.0C0975 0.000981 

S 0 1.703803 -0.073975 0.000753 -0 .000*03 -0.000499 

5 1 1.5889^3 -O.07O3I4 0.000855 -0.000368 -0.000366 

5 2 1.364886 -0.063024 O.OOI029 -O.O0OI27 -0 .000121 

5 3 1.042954 -0.052155 O.OOI222 0.000166 0.000170 

5 4 0.640138 -0.037788 O.OOI355 0.000434 0.0004)7 

6 0 1.711282 -0.051406 0.000363 -0.000243 •0.000242 

6 1 1.630726 -0.049658 0.000395 -0.000200 -O.OOOI99 
6 2 1.472354 -0.046164 0.000457 -0,000115 -0.000116 
6 3 1.241639 -0.040938 0.000534 -0.000005 -0.000006 
6 4 0.946796 -0.033999 0.000609 0.000115 0.000116 
• 5 0.598773 -0.025371 0.000657 0.000219 0.000220 
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Correct io« 

LV, however, apply their model to the low quantum states. Her* va 
have to correct the cubic potential. We include now aass terms in 
power« of I/« what we have neglected so far. If we do this in so»» 
systematic way we arrive at the following 'equivalent* potential [•] 

which produces a level shift 

"it' * " l* v f U ! ! > * * •* sÜ* ( 4 , 2 0 > 

with 

« t 4 { J 5 . i H l • *™L . J i l . • H i l ü r. JO • ***_. _>L, • 
W 8ln 2 SlOn* lOOn* B 2 27o* I0»> 

• lÜJÜli.,,. ( 4. 2 I ) 

How spectrum (4.21) agrees with the LV spectrum (4.11) within IX for 
all quantum numbers as displayed in the table. 

Potential» «elated to 6V^ or « V f L t 

Flory (3>1 obtains a potential from ideas similar to LV but ho 
neglects th« motion of the quark* (m infinite) from the very beginning. 
Actually ho presents an expression for all orders in «a /* C C> by 
iterating soaehow the pairing C ?. To first order in the gluon conden
sate his potential agree* with the infinite mass approximation <V , 
Equ. (4.16), but the higher orders we are unable to follow and refer 
Co Che criticism in Ref. (6). 

Also Meckbach (32) investigates a very heavy quarkoniua perturbed] 
by a gluon condensate. He works with a cine evolution operator sod) 
derives in a static limit a potential which approaches «V for small 
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distance«. 
Lindner and Vainer 133) follow a somewhat different idea. They 

keep only the gluon fluctuations parallel to the color-electric dipole 
moment and calculate numerically a pot-»tial (no mass tern appear«)• 
It is amusing that this effective potential just interpolate« the •** • 
dependent 5V . Equ. (4.19), (together with it« color-singlet Contemn 
part) for quark «asses, say 5 - 4 0 Cef. 

5. SUWUIT 

We have invest iRited the effect of a gluon condensate on a quark* 
antiquark system. Our work was directed towards finding a potential. 
Leutwyler (27) remarks that noaperturbative fluctuations amount to M 
attractive nonlocal interaction potential (his integral representation 
(12) approaches oV , Equ. (4.16), in the infinite mass approximation). 
Shifman I4d,e] and Voloshin 128], however, insist strongly that no 
potential could be adequate. But, as ve have shown, there exist 'equi
valent' potential«! 

«V , Equ. (4.19). it 'equivalent' in the sense that it repro
duces closely the energy level shifts in the LV model. (4,19) differ« 
from another 'equivalent' potentia! (3.14) since it is assigned to 
describe all energy levels of a dominantly Coulombic system. (3.14) 
however reproduces the moments - a different situation in field theory. 
There a qq system is perturbed by both the Coulomb interaction and tho 
gluonic vacuum fluctuations. The moments contain a sum of energie« and 
wave functions (with (.round state dominance in a certain region). 

Both potentials (J. 14) and (4.19) have in common a steep r- and 
mass-dependence. They contrast very much with the flat and flavour 
independent effective potential models. Sc we do not find an adequate 
bridge between a field theory a 1« SVZ or. on« side and affectiv« 
potential models on the other. 
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